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CLINICAL RESEARCH ARTICLE
Early human brain development: insights into macroscale
connectome wiring
Kristin Keunen1, Hannelore K. van der Burgh2, Marcel A. de Reus3, Pim Moeskops4, Ruben Schmidt2, Lisanne J. Stolwijk1,
Siemon C. de Lange3, Ivana Išgum4, Linda S. de Vries1, Manon J. Benders1 and Martijn P. van den Heuvel3
BACKGROUND: Early brain development is closely dictated by distinct neurobiological principles. Here, we aimed to map early
trajectories of structural brain wiring in the neonatal brain.
METHODS: We investigated structural connectome development in 44 newborns, including 23 preterm infants and 21 full-term
neonates scanned between 29 and 45 postmenstrual weeks. Diffusion-weighted imaging data were combined with cortical
segmentations derived from T2 data to construct neonatal connectome maps.
RESULTS: Projection fibers interconnecting primary cortices and deep gray matter structures were noted to mature faster than
connections between higher-order association cortices (fractional anisotropy (FA) F= 58.9, p < 0.001, radial diffusivity (RD) F= 28.8,
p < 0.001). Neonatal FA-values resembled adult FA-values more than RD, while RD approximated the adult brain faster (F= 358.4,
p < 0.001). Maturational trajectories of RD in neonatal white matter pathways revealed substantial overlap with what is known
about the sequence of subcortical white matter myelination from histopathological mappings as recorded by early
neuroanatomists (mean RD 68 regions r= 0.45, p= 0.008).
CONCLUSION: Employing postnatal neuroimaging we reveal that early maturational trajectories of white matter pathways display
discriminative developmental features of the neonatal brain network. These findings provide valuable insight into the early stages
of structural connectome development.
Pediatric Research (2018) 84:829–836; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41390-018-0138-1
INTRODUCTION
Human gestation marks the onset of comprehensive development
of the human brain. Fundamental processes of brain development
including neurogenesis, neuronal migration, synaptogenesis, and
axonal pathfinding take place during the earliest gestational
phases, i.e., from the fetal period commencing at eight
postconceptional weeks continuing through the early postnatal
period.1–3 By the time of term birth, all major white matter
pathways are in place4,5 and the neonatal cortex approximates the
shape of the adult human brain.3,6
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) studies in postmortem fetal
brains have identified axonal projections from as early as
13 weeks postconceptional age.4,7 Major white matter pathways
develop in a hierarchical order, predominantly during the
second trimester of pregnancy, with limbic tracts and thalamo-
cortical projection fibers emerging first, followed by commis-
sural tracts that interconnect both hemispheres and
intrahemispheric association pathways originating last.5,7 Struc-
tural connectome studies in preterm infants have revealed an
adult-like connectivity framework as early as 27 weeks gesta-
tional age.8–10 By this time, pivotal brain network attributes are
already present, including short communication paths favoring
efficiency, clustering of brain regions for specialized information
processing, and a central core of brain hubs, reflecting brain
regions that are connected to a large number of other brain
regions and therefore play a crucial role in communication
facilitation, referred to as the rich club.8–11
To date, developmental trajectories of the earliest stages of
macroscale brain network development remain largely unex-
plored. Here, we aimed to further our understanding of early
structural connectome development of the neonatal brain during
the earliest phases that allow postnatal in vivo neuroimaging, i.e.,
during the developmental period that coincides with the last
trimester of pregnancy. Furthermore, we set out to investigate
how these developmental changes relate to what is known about
their underlying neurobiology. In addition, we aimed to make
direct comparisons of early structural changes in the neonatal
brain and structural connectivity in the adult human brain. To this
end, we derived structural connectivity matrices from DWI scans
and T2-weighted images acquired in 44 newborn infants (23
preterm and 21 full-term infants) scanned shortly after birth
between 29 and 45 weeks postmenstrual age. We hypothesized
that thalamocortical projection fibers interconnecting deep gray
matter structures and primary cortices (i.e., primary sensory and
motor areas) would follow different maturational trajectories than
association fibers between heteromodal association cortices (i.e.,
cortical regions governing higher cognitive functions and involved
in integration of information from sensory and decision-making
brain regions) well before they are myelinated. Given the
sequence of emergence of these fibers,4,5,7 we hypothesized that
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their maturational trajectories would follow a similar develop-
mental pattern. In addition, we compared early developmental
changes in white matter diffusion properties against historical
mappings of subcortical myelination as performed by pioneering
neuroanatomists in the early to mid 1900s.12,13 As a secondary
objective, we studied whether brain network attributes crucial
for human brain functioning exhibit early developmental changes
and explored their association with measures of cognitive
functioning in infancy. Third, we aimed to investigate the




In this study, we set out to investigate typical macroscale
connectome development in the earliest phases of human
development that allow in vivo delineation of these processes.
Because of ethical restrictions, we were not able to include healthy
fetuses or healthy full-term infants. We therefore aimed to
approximate typical brain development by selecting infants who
underwent neuroimaging for clinical reasons but that did not
display overt brain injury. Infants eligible for participation in this
study had been admitted to the level III or level II Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit of the Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital,
University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands between June
2013 and June 2015. Infants were included in this prospective
cross-sectional observational study if the following criteria were
met: (1) no focal brain injury, (2) no genetic syndrome, congenital
infection of the central nervous system, or inborn error of
metabolism, (3) good quality MRI data including T2-weighted
imaging, DWI and resting-state-functional MRI (not reported here),
and (4) an MRI acquisition as soon as clinically feasible after birth
in order to minimize the likelihood of introducing—potentially
detrimental—effects of the extra-uterine environment on the
developing brain. Based on these criteria, 47 infants were eligible
for inclusion in this study. Processing of the MRI data failed in
three subjects owing to suboptimal cortical parcellations
(described in the section on brain tissue segmentation and
connectome reconstruction). The final cohort therefore comprised
44 neonates.
Neurodevelopmental outcome was formally evaluated at
18 months corrected age using the Griffiths Mental Development
Scales and/or at 24 months corrected age using the Bayley Scales
of Infant and Toddler Development, Third Edition (BSITD-III)14 in 34
(77%) infants (20 preterm and 14 full-term). The BSITD-III
assessment could not be completed in one other child because
of hospital-related anxiety. The development quotient at age
12 months was 96 in this child. Neurodevelopmental follow-up
was not indicated in the remaining nine infants at the discretion of
the attending physician. The majority of infants (n= 27, 79%,
[16 preterm and 11 full-term]) had cognitive outcome scores
within the normal range, defined as one standard deviation from
the normative mean (normative mean BSITD-III 100 ± 15 and
Griffiths Mental Development Scales15 100 ± 12, mean in this
population 103 ± 12). The remaining seven infants had either
higher cognitive scores (119, 120, 120, and 129 [three preterm and
one full-term]) or lower cognitive composite scores. The three
children (two full-term and one preterm) scoring below the
normal range had a cognitive composite score of 82 and motor
composite scores of 95, 115, and 118 on the BSITD-III. Cognitive
scores on the Griffiths Mental Development Scales were
computed by taking the average of the personal-social, hearing
and language, and performance subscales.
The Institutional Review Board of the University Medical Center
Utrecht, Netherlands (IRB) gave approval for use of the clinically
acquired data for scientific examinations as conducted in this
study. Since we only made use of clinically obtained data, written
informed parental consent for participation in the study was
waived by the IRB. Clinical characteristics of the study population
are outlined in Table 1.
MRI procedure
All scans were acquired on a 3-tesla Philips Achieva clinical
scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands). Details about the
MRI procedure are described in the Supplemental Materials.
Brain tissue segmentation and connectome reconstruction
T2-weighted images were automatically segmented into eight
tissue classes. The segmentation process is depicted in the
Supplemental Materials and a detailed description of the
segmentation algorithm is provided by Moeskops et al.16 Next,
the cortical mantle of each individual subject was reconstructed
and parcellated into 68 distinct anatomical brain regions (34 per
hemisphere) and 14 deep gray matter regions (seven per
hemisphere) with the Freesurfer image analysis suite (V5, http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu).17 The Freesurfer registration algo-
rithm is based on curvature information. Parcels were thus based
on similar anatomical landmarks across all subjects, rendering the
parcellation highly comparable between subjects.18 Prior to the
automated Freesurfer process, surrogate T1-weighted images
were reconstructed from the brain tissue segmentations by
assigning tissue intensity values to each tissue class in the
neonatal segmentation that correspond with expected adult T1-
weighted signal intensity. Hence, brain tissue segmentations now
displayed similar tissue contrast as adult T1-weighted images,
Table 1. Characteristics of the study population
Very preterm infants (<32 weeks) n=17 Late preterm infants (32–36 weeks) n=6 Full-term infants n=21
Gestational age (weeks) 27.4 (26.1–31.9) 33.4 (32.0–36.7) 40.0 (37.0–41.6)
Birth weight (g) 1145 (590–2050) 1808 (1205–4300) 3296 ± 636
Sex (female) 9 (53%) 1 (17%) 12 (57%)
Postmenstrual age MRI (weeks) 31.0 (29.7–34.7) 35.1 (34.1–38.4) 41.4 ± 1.8
Postnatal age MRI (days) 23 ± 8 9 (5–23) 9 (2–31)
Neurodevelopmental outcomea 108 (82–121) 115 (91–129) 101 (82–120)
Age at outcome assessment (months) 20.5 (17.4–28.9) 24.9 (17.5–26) 24.1 (17.6–24.8)
Data are displayed as mean, standard deviation (±) for normally distributed data and median, range for non-normally distributed data
aNeurodevelopmental outcome was defined as a composite of either the cognitive composite score extracted from the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler
Development, Third Edition (n= 25) performed at age 24 months or a composite of the personal-social, hearing and language, and performance subscales on
the Griffiths Mental Development Scales at age 18 months (n= 9). Follow-up data were not available for 10 infants (see Methods section)
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which is a prerequisite for the analysis with Freesurfer (Fig. 1). The
first step of the Freesurfer reconstruction pipeline was adapted as
such that resampling was performed using a nearest neighbor
approach, instead of linear interpolation (default).
Preprocessing of the DWI data included the following steps:
first, data quality of each subject’s DWI dataset was visually
inspected. DWI images were corrected for eddy-current distortions
and small head movements.19 Secondly, they were realigned to
the b= 0 image and third, a tensor was fitted to the diffusion
signal within each voxel using a robust tensor fitting algorithm
(RESTORE).20 DWI data were registered to the parcellation results
using the tkregister tool in FreeSurfer. Registration results were
visually inspected and manually optimized. Next, deterministic
streamline tractography was performed to reconstruct the
structural connectome of each infant. Details about the procedure
are outlined in the Supplemental Materials. The complete
processing pipeline of neonatal structural connectome reconstruc-
tion is outlined in Fig. 1.
Data analyses were performed on binary and weighted
connectivity matrices (FA and radial diffusivity [RD] in mm2/s).
These matrices were obtained using two distinct procedures, both
based on consistency of white matter paths across subjects
(consensus masking). First, individual weighted matrices were
computed employing a number of streamlines (NOS)-threshold
≥3 streamlines. This streamline threshold was set in order to
account for false positives.21 The weights in the connectivity
matrices consisted of FA and RD and these were selected as
primary variables of interest because they were previously
reported to exhibit relevant developmental changes during the
timeframe of our study.9,22,23 In detail, the NOS-thresholded
connectivity map was laid over the weighted connectivity
matrices as a brain mask, leading to connections being included
if they comprised ≥3 streamlines. Connections comprising
<3 streamlines were considered absent and therefore set to zero.
Connectivity matrices were binarized by setting the positive
weights (i.e., weights > 0) in the acquired weighted connectivity
matrices to one. Binary connectivity matrices were used in the
analyses comparing the adult brain to the neonatal connectome
(see section “Resemblance to the adult connectome”).
Secondly, consensus masking was performed using the
prevalence across subjects. To this end, subjects were sorted by
postmenstrual age at time of scan and subdivided into groups of
five individual infants. A sliding window was used with steps of
two subsequent subjects and a subgroup prevalence of 60%;24 i.e.,
connections were included when they were present in at least
three out of five infants within a specific subgroup. In this way,
weighted (FA and RD weighted) connectivity maps were acquired.
Connection-wise analyses
We zoomed in on developmental trajectories of specific groups of
edges, focusing on primary and heteromodal association fibers.
Primary connections were defined as white matter pathways
interconnecting the subcortical gray matter and precentral gyrus
(i.e., primary motor cortex), postcentral gyrus (i.e., somatosensory
cortex), and pericalcarine cortex (i.e., primary visual cortex).
Heteromodal association fibers were defined as connections
between the frontal cortex including the superior–frontal cortex,
rostral–middle frontal cortex, pars opercularis, pars triangularis
and pars orbitalis, the superior–parietal cortex, supramarginal
gyrus, precuneus, anterior–cingulate cortex, and middle temporal
gyrus. FA and RD of these connections were calculated on
individual connectome maps.
Flechsig atlas
In the early 1900s, neuroanatomist Paul Flechsig published his
findings on “medullary substance” expansion in the postnatal
subcortical white matter.12 His atlas that divided the cortex into
specific areas based on their sequence of subcortical myelination
was modified by Von Bonin in the 1950s.13 Here, we adopted the
modified Flechsig and Von Bonin atlas as reported previously.25
Regions were manually mapped to the DK atlas17,26 employing a
winner-takes-it-all approach: the myelination number as provided
I d 3I cI bI a
2 a 2 b
Fig. 1 Overview of the pipeline for neonatal connectome reconstruction 1a. T2-weighted images acquired in the coronal plane are
segmented into distinct tissue types including cortical gray matter, unmyelinated white matter, cerebellum, deep nuclear gray matter and
cerebrospinal fluid16 as illustrated in 1b. Next, surrogate “T1-weighted” images are created by assigning similar brain tissue intensity to the
brain tissue segmentations as adult T1-weighted images (1c). Parcellation of the cortical mantle is performed employing the Freesurfer image
analysis suite17 using these surrogate T1-weighted images as input (1d). Diffusion-weighted images (DWI images) are realigned to the b= 0
image (2a), corrected for small head movements and EPI distortion. Next, DWI images are automatically registered to the segmentation results
from Freesurfer and manually adjusted when appropriate (2b). Whole-brain streamline tractography is performed with the following settings:
FA 0.01, maximum angle 45°, 27 seeds per voxel and a minimum fiber length of 8 mm * 3^√ (factor intracranial volume) (see Supplemental
Materials for detailed description). Streamlines are terminated when they leave the white matter mask. (3) Finally, whole-brain streamline
tractography results and the results from the cortical parcellation are collated, resulting in connectivity matrices of 82 × 82 regions, including
68 × 68 cortical regions as defined by the Desikan–Kiliany atlas26
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by Flechsig and Von Bonin that comprised the greatest surface
area of the cortical region as defined by the DK atlas was assigned
to that specific brain region for each of the 68 cortical areas.
Graph theory
Network metrics were calculated on individual weighted con-
nectome maps using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox.27 Connec-
tome maps consisting of 82 brain regions (including 14 subcortical
regions) were entered in these analyses. The following network
metrics were included in the analyses: network density, weighted
normalized global efficiency, the weighted normalized clustering
coefficient, and modularity. Network metrics used in this study are
depicted in the Supplemental Materials.
Resemblance to the adult connectome
In order to investigate the overlap between the neonatal brain
network and the adult human connectome and validate findings
from our previous report on the neonatal connectome in a
different sample,9 we compared neonatal networks against
connectome maps derived from high-quality DWI data from 487
adult subjects (males and females, aged 22–35 years) as provided
by the 500 Subjects Release from the Human Connectome
Project.28 Details about the process of adult connectome
reconstruction as well as the comparison analyses are listed in
the Supplemental Materials.
Experimental design and statistical analysis
This study is a prospective observational cohort study. In what
follows, we will describe the statistical analyses used in our study.
Means and standard deviations were reported for normally
distributed data. Data that were not normally distributed were
reported as median and their corresponding range. The relation-
ship between postmenstrual age and brain connectivity measures,
including white matter diffusion properties (FA and RD) or primary
and association fibers, higher-order brain network metrics, and
resemblance parameters between the neonatal brain and adult
connectome was investigated using Pearson correlations for linear
relationships and Spearman rank correlations for non-linear
relationships. The significance level (two-sided p-value) was set
to an alpha of 0.05 in all analyses, unless otherwise specified.
Network density increased substantially with age (r= 0.83, p <
0.001). Therefore, a number of approaches were used to account
for its potential effect on higher-order network metrics29 (i.e.,
normalized global efficiency, modularity, and normalized cluster-
ing in our study). First, network cost (i.e., density) was added as a
covariate to a general linear model investigating the association
between postmenstrual age (independent variable) and relevant
network metrics (dependent variable). Conversely, density was
selected as the variable of interest (i.e., dependent variable) and
postmenstrual age and relevant network metrics were entered as
independent variables. Second, a prevalence threshold was
employed and set as follows. The prevalence of connections
was calculated in the youngest age group. Next, the lowest
prevalence threshold was chosen at which density was not
significantly correlated with postmenstrual age. The group mask
formed based on this threshold was applied to the connectivity
matrices of all infants.
Mean FA and RD of primary and higher-order association
connections were compared using paired t-tests. The effect of
postmenstrual age was analyzed using ANCOVA. Post hoc paired
samples t-tests were performed when the ANCOVA yielded
significant results employing a Bonferroni correction for statistical
significance. p-values less than .025 (i.e. 0.05/2) were thus
considered statistically significant.
The relationship between white matter maturation and
subcortical myelination order as provided by Flechsig and Von
Bonin was investigated as follows. First, node-wise FA and RD
were calculated (1) by taking the mean of their non-zeros
components and (2) by taking the sum of their components (i.e.,
calculated node strength). The latter analysis was included to take
differences in node degree into account. These metrics were
computed on connectome maps of age-consecutive subgroups.
Second, node-wise alterations in FA and RD were calculated,
defined as the difference in node-wise mean FA and RD between
the youngest (n= 5) and most mature subgroup (n= 5).
Subgroups were extended to n= 10 youngest and most mature
infants. Node-wise changes were related to Flechsig mappings
using a Spearman rank correlation.
Alterations of the relative difference in RD, axial diffusivity (AD)
and FA between the neonatal white matter of individual subjects
and the adult brain over the 16 weeks time-period were analyzed
using ANCOVA entering postmenstrual age as a covariate and
employing a post hoc Bonferroni correction. Additionally, a
general linear model was performed for each metric to estimate
its slope.
RESULTS
Primary and heteromodal association fibers
First, we investigated whether thalamocortical projection fibers
between deep gray matter structures and primary cortices
displayed divergent trajectories from association fibers intercon-
necting higher-order cortices. To this end, we compared FA and
RD as measures of white matter microstructural maturation
between these fiber categories over the 16-week developmental
period. FA of primary connections was significantly higher than FA
of heteromodal association fibers (t(43)= 5.9, p < 0.001, paired t-
test) and increased significantly faster with postmenstrual age
(F(1,84)= 58.9, p < 0.001, ANCOVA). Conversely, RD of primary
connections was significantly lower (t(43)=−9.0, p < 0.001) and
decreased significantly faster than RD of higher-order association
fibers F(1,84)= 28.8, p < 0.001). Results are outlined in Fig. 2. In
order to account for the difference in number of connections, with
heteromodal association fibers being larger in number than
primary connections, analyses were repeated on random selec-
tions of an equal number of primary and heteromodal association
connections. These analyses yielded similar results (Supplemental
Materials).
Flechsig mappings
Next, region-wise alterations in RD and FA were compared against
what is known about the sequence of subcortical myelination
from postmortem examinations as performed by early neuroana-
tomists. Differences in RD between the youngest and most mature
neonatal subgroup were correlated with Flechsig mappings of
subcortical myelination (mean RD Spearman rank r= 0.45, p=
0.008, sum RD r= 0.50, p= 0.002). Results of the correlation
between mean RD and subcortical myelination as provided by
Flechsig and Von Bonin are portrayed in Fig. 3. Similar results were
found when extending the age groups to n= 10 youngest and
n= 10 most mature infants (mean RD r= 0.45, p= 0.008, sum RD
r= 0.47, p= 0.005). Correlations of mean and cumulative node-
wise FA were not significantly related to Flechsig mappings.
Network metrics
Third, we investigated the developmental trajectories of the
structural connectivity framework in the neonatal brain between
29 and 45 weeks PMA. Normalized global efficiency of FA-
weighted brain networks significantly increased with advancing
postmenstrual age (Pearson r= 0.38, p= 0.01). Results are
displayed in Fig. 4. Modularity and normalized clustering did not
significantly change over the 16 weeks study period. Furthermore,
RD-weighted network metrics did not significantly change with
increasing postmenstrual age.
To explore the effect of density on the association between
postmenstrual age and normalized global efficiency, density was
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added as a covariate to a general linear model investigating their
relationship. The model was statistically significant (F(1,41)= 3.64,
p= 0.04). There was no significant interaction between density
and postmenstrual age (t=−0.006, p= 0.995). Next, the associa-
tion between postmenstrual age and density was examined;
entering normalized global efficiency as a covariate in the model
in order to further explore their interchangeability. The model was
statistically significant (F(1,41)= 41.1, p < 0.0001) and postmenstr-
ual age was the major contributor to the model (t= 8.2, p < .0001),
while normalized global efficiency did not add significantly (t=
0.6, p= 0.57). Subsequently, a prevalence threshold was employed
based on the presence of connections in 80% of subjects in the
youngest age group. Normalized global efficiency was not
significantly correlated with postmenstrual age (r= 0.29, p=
0.06) (Supplemental Fig. 1). Network metrics were not significantly
correlated with early cognitive functioning as measured at age
18–24 months.
Resemblance adult connectome
The relative difference in diffusion properties between neonates
and adults was smallest for FA and largest for RD. The relative
distance of FA in the neonatal brain to FA in the adult brain varied
between−0.73 and−0.68 at the earliest time-points (29–30 weeks
PMA) and decreased to −0.52 through −0.44 by 42–45 weeks
PMA. RD was 2.11–2.45 times higher in the youngest infants than
RD in the adult brain and declined to 1.37–1.67 times higher
values in the most mature group of infants. Distilling the
components attributing to FA, the relative difference in AD
between the neonatal brain and adult brain decreased least
(Fig. 5a). The relative difference in RD, AD, and FA was significantly
different between the groups (ANCOVA F(1,126)= 358.4, p <
0.001) and the relative difference in RD declined fastest with
postmenstrual age (coefficient RD −0.046 versus FA 0.041, AD
0.005).
The modified Mantel test (see Supplemental Materials for a
detailed description) revealed that the binary connectome
showed substantial overlap with the adult brain network (>0.80
at all developmental time-points) thereby reconfirming findings
from our previous report on the neonatal brain network in a
different neonatal sample.9 Similarities between the neonatal and
adult connectome increased moderately with postmenstrual age
(Pearson r= 0.58, p < 0.001) (Fig. 5b).
DISCUSSION
Combining data from DWI and T2-weighted imaging in 44
newborn infants, we provide insight into early white matter
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Fig. 3 RD changes related to historical Flechsig mappings. Scatter
plot outlines the correlation between changes in RD and histo-
pathological recordings of subcortical myelination as performed by
Flechsig in the early 1900s and modified by Von Bonin in the 1950s.
Cortical regions showing the greatest early change in RD were
significantly correlated to the sequence of subcortical myelination
as provided in the modified Flechsig atlas. Change in RD was
defined as the difference in mean RD between the youngest and
most mature subgroup for each region, averaged over the two
hemispheres
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Fig. 4 Early developmental changes in global efficiency of the
neonatal brain network. Alterations in global efficiency over 16
developmental weeks that reflect the third trimester of normal
pregnancy and first postnatal weeks are illustrated. Normalized
global efficiency increased significantly with postmenstrual age as
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Fig. 2 Maturational trajectories of primary and heteromodal association fibers. Alterations in mean FA (left panel) and mean RD (right panel)
with postmenstrual age are outlined. Primary connections are depicted in bright colors and reveal significantly faster trajectories. Multimodal
connections are illustrated in pale colors
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development between 29 and 45 weeks postmenstrual age
in vivo, revealing distinct early developmental features. Develop-
ment of premyelinated primary projection fibers preceded
maturation of heteromodal association fibers. In addition, early
white matter changes in RD were significantly correlated with
histopathological mappings of subcortical myelination as per-
formed by early neuroanatomists.12,13 FA did not show such
correlations, yet verged on the adult human brain most.
Collectively, these findings provide evidence that diffusion
properties feature distinct developmental trajectories, with FA
approximating the adult brain and RD reflecting an early marker of
subcortical white matter myelination. Consequently, these early
developmental trajectories may delineate valuable parameters of
typical perinatal white matter development and may therefore
assist in the designation of deviances thereof.
Using clinically applicable DWI, we were able to reconfirm the
well-documented maturational trajectories of white matter fibers,
which have been established through elaborate research efforts
on postmortem brain tissue employing both histopathological
examinations and high-resolution diffusion imaging techni-
ques.4,5,7,22,23 Limbic and projection fibers are known to originate
first, followed by commissural fibers of the corpus callosum and
association fibers deriving last.1,5,7 Nearly a century ago, pioneer-
ing neuroanatomists mapped the sequence of subcortical
myelination and outlined their concept of the neurobiological
principles that orchestrate this developmental process.12,30 These
rules correspond substantially to the order of white matter tract
formation, with projection fibers myelinating before association
tracts. Here, we demonstrate primary connections to exhibit a
faster maturational course than multimodal association fibers from
as early as ~32 weeks PMA onwards. In addition, we reveal that
early maturational changes in RD, which are present well before
fibers are myelinated correspond to the sequence of myelination
as mapped in postmortem histopathological recordings of peri-
and postnatal myelination.12,30,31 Conversely, FA did not show
such correlation.
The notion that RD and FA depict distinct maturational features
is in agreement with previous DWI studies and postmortem
reports.23,32,33 Increasing FA has been noted to predominantly
reflect progressive fiber coherence, decreasing membrane perme-
ability and myelination, while decreasing RD is thought to result
from reductions in brain water content, advancing fiber organiza-
tion, functional maturation of intracellular compartments includ-
ing the cytoskeleton and microtubules and increases in
membrane density owing to proliferation of maturing
oligodendrocytes and subsequent myelination of white matter
fibers. RD reductions also coincide with current knowledge about
the decline in radial glial fibers, which govern neuronal migration
during embryonic and fetal brain development and proliferate to
become radial glial cells that support axons when their role in
neuronal migration is completed.23,34 Although our analyses do
not allow direct comparisons with their underlying neurobiology,
they point toward biologically meaningful divergent trajectories,
with RD being an early marker of subsequent myelination and FA
—as a reflection of increasing fiber coherence—resembling the
adult human brain more. As such, these findings are clinically
relevant for the designation of early developmental white matter
changes that may occur as a consequence of perinatal brain
injury, preterm birth, or congenital heart disease.35–37
We observed a significant increase in global efficiency of FA-
weighted networks with advancing postmenstrual age. The
observation of a neonatal brain network that increasingly supports
global communication consolidates previous findings on struc-
tural connectivity in preterm infants.8,9,22 However, its interpreta-
tion is not straightforward. Network cost (density) was found to
similarly increase with postmenstrual age and the latter measure is
known to substantially influence network metrics describing the
brain’s topology, including global efficiency.29 Here, we aimed to
control for density changes using normalization, additionally
employing a prevalence threshold and interchanging density and
global efficiency as a covariate in the statistical model. These
analyses confirmed the hypothesis that residual impact of network
cost cannot be precluded after normalization of network metrics,
if density differences are present in a study population. The
multivariable regression analysis of postmenstrual age and density
revealed that normalized global efficiency did not significantly
contribute to the model. Furthermore, postmenstrual age was not
significantly correlated with normalized global efficiency using a
prevalence threshold.
To date, studies investigating early developmental trajectories
of structural brain network organization remain scarce, but the
few earlier reports that we are aware of consistently demonstrated
decreasing path length between ~30 weeks postmenstrual age
and term age, denoting increasing integration capacity.8,9,22
Concomitantly, these studies uncovered density changes with
age.8,22 Similar to our study, Ball et al.8 used diffusion tensor
imaging and demonstrated increasing density with advancing age
during a developmental period that coincides with the timeframe
of our study. Notably, Batalle and colleagues22 reported decreas-
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Fig. 5 Differences and similarities between neonates and adults. Relative differences in FA (blue), AD (reddish-pink), and RD (orange) are
portrayed in a. Dotted gray line indicates adult level (i.e., no difference). The relative difference between neonates and adults is smallest in FA,
while RD differences decrease at a faster pace (beta-coefficient RD −0.07 versus FA 0.02). Panel b illustrates the results of the modified Mantel
test (see Supplemental Materials), which revealed substantial overlap of the neonatal connectome and the adult human brain network.
Similarity exceeded 0.80 at all time-points and increased gradually with postmenstrual age
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shells, which allowed constrained spherical deconvolution tracto-
graphy. Together, these findings stress the complexity of the
concept of density and that inferences about the implied
formation of novel fibers cannot be drawn from diffusion tensor
imaging in vivo alone.
Consequently, the clinical DWI protocol that we used in our
study is a limitation. The tradeoff between state-of-the-art DWI
imaging and clinical feasibility including limited scan time and
the infant’s comfort, which naturally comes first, resulted in the
decision to use this clinical DWI protocol which lasted little over
5 min and was successful in all infants included in the study.
However, it inherently imparted limitations on the reconstruc-
tion of complex fiber orientations (i.e., crossing fibers in single
voxels) and resulted in neonatal connectivity matrices of
different density. Another important consideration is that we
were not able to include healthy fetuses or healthy full-term
infants owing to ethical objections by the IRB of our institution
at the time the study was designed. We thus aimed to
approximate typical brain development by selecting infants
who did not exhibit brain injury and were scanned as soon as
clinically feasible after birth in case of preterm birth. None of
the infants included in the follow-up program (n= 35, 80%)
showed signs of neurodevelopmental delay on formal assess-
ments in infancy. Regardless, we included preterm infants in our
study to obtain estimates of third trimester white and gray
matter development and prematurity may have impacted their
designated trajectories.22,38,39 Such effects may have resulted in
delayed white matter maturation owing to developmental
insults including neonatal illness, malnutrition and the admin-
istration of neuro-suppressive drugs, but may have also
facilitated maturation because of exposure to sensory sti-
muli.5,40,41 A recent resting-state fMRI study revealed functional
connectivity reductions to be present in the fetal brain even
before preterm birth in 14 fetuses that were to be born
prematurely.39 Hence, we cannot rule out that prematurity and
its consequences may have affected the relationship between
postmenstrual age and white matter maturation in our study. It
would thus be of particular interest to repeat the present
analyses in healthy fetuses and neonates, granted that
methodological hurdles innate in fetal neuroimaging are
overcome.
In conclusion, we reveal that premyelinated white matter fibers
in the neonatal brain have specific developmental trajectories;
with primary connections being strengthened before heteromodal
association fibers and FA verging on the adult human brain prior
to RD, while RD advanced at a faster pace. Our findings
corroborate earlier notions of pioneering neuroanatomists who
revealed that connections playing a primary role in brain
functioning are favored to mature during early brain development
and add that these distinct developmental trajectories can be
identified in vivo well before myelination becomes apparent.
Collectively, these findings provide valuable insight into develop-
mental trajectories of the human brain network shortly after its
genesis and are coherent with the neurobiological principles they
adhere to. Future research should focus on functional correlates of
these structural neurodevelopmental trajectories and is urged to
include healthy fetuses to obtain unobscured estimates of typical
brain development.
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